
WELLNESS PRODUCTS SINCE 1999

 

The potential of the natural and
traditional remedies market for your
business



For a growing target

Our natural incense is perfect for:
Peole who like to perfume their homes with natural products, who use incense for meditation and introspection, who practice yoga, who want to

stimulate their creativity and for anyone seeking inner well-being. 
We have many natural products for body care and well-being, such as Ayurvedic remedies. Solid cosmetics for those who have chosen a natural

and eco-friendly lifestyle. Chakra stones and light spirals for people seeking balance through electromagnetic fields.

23
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

For those seeking
inner balance
and creativity

237
RESELLERS IN EUROPE

8.000
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
AROUND THE WORLD

+
CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

For those who practice
yoga, introspection

and meditation

For personal care and well-
being

For those who love
to perfume their

homes

For people who care
about nature



Mental (as well as physical) well-being was one of the most
searched topics on Google in 2021.

More and more people are looking for methods that promote
relaxation and mental and physical well-being.

$6.81 
Expected growth ayurvedic

market 2022-2026

CAGR 15.32%.

bn

Fast-growing sector 
in Europe

Market trends show that a balanced lifestyle and
a more holistic approach to wellness are
becoming increasingly important



In 2021, the phrase 'how to improve
psychophysical well-being' was seached
worldwide as never before

Fast-growing sector 
in Europe

Google search volume for "PSYCHOPHYSICAL WELL-
BEING" is growing in European markets and beyond.



Palo Santo (Holy Wood)

Palo Santo is a 100% natural incense. Known since ancient times for its beneficial
properties, Palo Santo is used today to: purify room energies, restore inner
harmony, promote concentration and introspection, perfume rooms and as an
insect repellent.

Online and offline research trends show a steady growth over the last 5 years,
especially in Europe and South America.

Sourcei: Google Trends

Most frequent online searches on Google



Palo Santo

 Source: Helium10

Amazon, one of the most used search engines today, shows a
total volume of 90,500 monthly searches on Palo Santo.

The table on the left shows the most important search terms
and volumes in the US and Italian markets.

AMAZON Searches 

AMAZON Searches USA

AMAZON Searches IT



We work with the Prefecture of Santa Elena (Ecuador) and several local families who
help us make Palo Santo incense and conserve the Dry Forest, the forest where the
Palo Santo grows.

Our values
The creation of natural and environmentally sustainable
products

The development of our products is based on a balanced
relationship between man and nature, on a mutual and continuous

flow where each one provides for the other and vice versa.

Our aim is to offer our customers environmentally sustainable, natural
and fairly traded products that are harvested, selected and handmade
by local communities and artisans based on ethical and fair labour
relations.

Life as an expression of well-being and harmony
Every day we choose to live in harmony with ourselves and the universe
around us. 

" "



Herborea was born out of numerous journeys where we encountered stories,
people and cultures that gave rise to the natural products and traditional remedies
we offer today.

100% sustainable products

Choosing our products means choosing a healthy
life, full of well-being and daily joy." "

We collaborate with
local populations

We do not cut down
trees

 We support craft
production

We control the entire
production chain

Natural and certified
products 

We develop a fair trade



Local organisation with a warehouse in
Castel San Pietro Terme (BO) and logistics
centres in Europe, the United Kingdom
and the United States.

Sourcing from Ecuador,
Peru, Mexico, California
and India.

Shipping handled by
international couriers.

Packaging and quality
control

We work together with some local
communities

Ecuador: we work with the communities of San
Marcos and Aguadita and the Prefecture of
Santa Elena to produce Palo Santo incense
and conserve the area.
California: we source our smudges from local
artisans — who are direct descendants of
Native Americans to ensure the highest
quality.
Turkey: we work with a family of master soap
makers of Syrian origin who pass on the
tradition of Aleppo soap making.

Low environmental impact

The selection and quality control
are done manually.
We choose artisanal production
and zero-kilometre sourcing in
Italy.
Our technology asset servers are
Green Cloud Certified.

We prefer to use paper for our
packaging and make sure that it is FSC-
certified.

Direct control over the entire supply chain

Sustainability of the production process

Logistics



REVENUES SALES MARGIN MARGIN PER € 100 OF PURCHASED GOODS

Revenue projection and sales margin

" Become a reseller and realise an ethical and sustainable world with us

Purchases up to € 5,000/year

Purchases up to € 30,000 / year

Purchases up to € 80,000 / year

Purchases over € 80,000 / year

€ 8.200
 

€ 51.800
 

€ 145.700

€ 3.200
 

€ 21.750
 

€ 65.700

€ 63,93
 

€ 72,56
 

€ 82,15
 

€ 118,58

How much can it be worth to your business?

"
Become a 

reseller

Click here

https://lynphavitale.eu/it/21_diventa-rivenditore
https://lynphavitale.eu/en/21_become-a-reseller


Herborea directly distributes its 5 brands: 
Moov, Palosanto, Nirdosh, Naturalight 
and Lynphavitale.

Production is entrusted to small local workshops that are
recognised at European level. These are small, professional
groups with an eye for detail.

Our brands

Each brand is born from the passion and discovery of
new cultures and their traditions. Our brands are
registered and exclusive.



Product Catalogue

Palo Santo: sticks, cones, beads, chips, incense sticks and
accessories
Herbal smudges: white sage, desert sage, cedar, juniper
White Copal incense sticks
Resins for fumigation
Essential oils

Natural soaps
Natural deodorants
Ecological detergents
Palo Santo cosmetics

Tongue Cleaners
Neti Lota nasal washes
Ayurvedic creams
Metallotherapy
Crystal therapy
Sulphur rods

Natural incense

Natural cosmetics and cleansers

Wellness products

Nirdosh herbal cigarettes

Pinhole glasses

Become a

reseller

Click here

https://lynphavitale.eu/it/21_diventa-rivenditore
https://lynphavitale.eu/en/21_become-a-reseller


Ethical, sustainable product

We were the first importers of Palo Santo
in Europe and have known the world of
natural incense for more than two
decades. 

Ritual: delicate aroma with fresh, balsamic notes
Ancestral: original format, pervasive aroma
Ceremonial: very fine cut, sweet and delicate aroma
Tribal: intense and enveloping aroma.

The collection and processing of all our incense in Ecuador and Peru is
entrusted to small local groups that work locally according to fair
working conditions.

 During our travels we discovered Palo Santo, a natural incense
with many positive properties; we got to know Copal, an aromatic
resin that has been the basis for all purification ceremonies and
rituals since the time of the Aztecs, as well as herbal smudges.

Here is our Palo Santo's qualities:



Handmade by Indian artisans. 
Prepared according to an ancient recipe of Ayurvedic
medicine.
Without tobacco, nicotine or chemical additives; only with
natural herbs and spices.

Nirdosh cigarettes are 100% natural products:

The natural method to quit smoking

Our Brand:

It was in the East that the encounter with the
Ayurvedic tradition that inspired Nirdosh and
Lynpha Vitale herbal cigarettes took place. 



Other Brands:

Moov is a pain-relieving ointment based on Gaultheria
procumbens, a plant of North American origin from whose leaves
an essential oil with anti-inflammatory and analgesic properties
is extracted.

They help to exercise the eye muscles naturally by increasing
the effectiveness of focusing;
They relax and relieve the eyes, resulting in an immediate
improvement in vision.

Pinhole glasses are a real gym for the eyes:

Rapid Ayurveda formula against pain

The new eye gymnastics

Personal body care;
Mental well-being;
Spirit care.

 Grouped under this brand are all products dedicated to:
Selection of products for well-being



237
RESELLERS IN EUROPE

Our resellers

Herbal shops, pharmacies and shops selling organic products.
Shops that sell ethnic products, particularly fond of the origin
and craftsmanship of our products. 
There are bookshops that buy our incense to complete their
range and recommend different reading experiences to their
customers. 

We have more than 200 resellers:

We supply both physical shops and online shops.

23
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE



Register for free on the site:
www.lynphavitale.eu

E-commerce  
    B2B

The advantages for our
resellers:

Exclusive
discounts

Processing time:
24/48 hours

Product and
dedicated sales

support

1
How to become a reseller:

2 Place orders
autonomously

You have access to a list of recommended prices and reserved
special offers.

Special promotions and discounts

Order processing within 24/48 hours after receipt of
payment confirmation by e-mail.

Fast order processing

Our service is fast; we guarantee a response within 24
hours as soon as possible.

Quick and professional assistance



Experience and soundness

 
Therefore, we immediately found an excellent partner in
LynphaVitale from Herborea, which matches our ideals.

We are pleased to be able to offer a special, natural aroma
to those who are passionate about fragrances and seek
perfume in their everyday lives, and at the same time we

hope to contribute to the rediscovery of serenity and
peace.

Our experience with Herborea has been fantastic, so much so
that they are our favourite supplier. Our customers also love

their products here in Switzerland.
Herborea has met all our green needs, and we do not regret

having chosen them.
Thank you, you are a great team.

 

We have been working with lynphavitale for some time now,
and besides the really high-quality products.

 
 

There is also a human relationship that makes all the work and
cooperation even more valuable.

 
 

What our customers say:

La Bottega di Osaka. Elvio Bissolati  Studio Atma Yoga. Angela Jimenez
Reyes

In Bottega In-Sieme. Flaminia
Carapezzi

Media about us:



Click here

Join

 and help build an ethical and
sustainable world.

https://lynphavitale.eu/it/21_diventa-rivenditore
https://lynphavitale.eu/en/21_become-a-reseller

